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Evelyn's father, Sandy MacDer? mid, as a young man, and in his 30's during World
War One And he went up, and he put his hands like that on the teapot, and it was
hot. And he said in Gaelic, "Nach eil e do phoit a tha teth?" --"Isn't it your pot"--or
something like that--"that's hot?" Letting her know, "I know that you have used that
teapot." Wasn't that terrible? And another man--it wasn't the same man, I don't
think. His wife made tea for some? one. And they saw him coming. And you know
they used to have the long skirts on then, down to the floor. So she said to her
friend, in Gaelic of course, "Put the lunch in under." And the dog came in with him!
And right away the dog went over and started trying to get the lunch! And he
twigged, I guess, to that. too. (What was the idea of not giving lunch? We have the
sense of hospitality.) Yeah, I know. But there were some men at that time, they
were so mean and tight that they wouldn't give anything. (And these are not
strangers.) No, no, they were 1 part of the community. And the stories ' told about
(one fellow), that he had everything locked--tea and different things locked, so that
his wife couldn't have access to it unless he just shared it or gave it. Hard to
believe, isn't it? (Well, it's not at all the kind of sense that we're given of the rural,
tradition? al people.) Yeah, but see, those are the exceptions. And I don't want to
give a down picture, because that wasn't--it was most? ly- -and 99% was the other.
But I'm just pointing out that some women didn't have it easy. And I guess some
men didn't, either. It wasn't all one-sided. Probably a man who was very free and
willing and would have a woman that would be very stingy. Ski Cape Smokey' Cape
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supposing they were both hospita? ble people. Would you say their lives were easy,
in any case? In any case, was life easy here?) If they were both of the same...?
(Regard? less of being tight or mean. Was life easy? We kind of look back and we
say, "Oh, the good old days.") Ah, yeah, it wasn't all good. Don't let's kid ourselves.
Hu? man nature doesn't change that much. And there was a sense of community
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